INTRODUCTION
Book is a powerful media. Haslam In the 21 st century, digitalization has overtaken the print media, almost every book has an electronic version. However, the book retains its basic format even though the ebook has had a great impact through dissemination via the World Wide Web. In fact, the appearance of electronic book has not displaced the circulation of printed books.
Printed books still exists alongside the development of the e-book. It can be said that both formats have their own advantages and it seems their own target market.
Gates (2001, p.17) says that e-book will revolutionize the way the world reads, because of the interactivity features, making a significant difference between e-book design and printed book design. For example, the installation of interactive interface and multimedia like videos and motion graphics.
Despite these interactive and multimedia design elements, the basic of e-book design comes from traditional book design. The layout design of electronic book uses the same principle as a traditional book. 
ANALYSIS E-book

The info-heavy look
This kind of approach is very useful for presenting detailed information to create a formal and professional impression.
The omnibus look
The "omnibus" term refers to dealing with numerous items or elements at once.
Commonly consists of image variety combined with short blurbs of design, being fun to create and read.
The typographic look
This design approach depends on the power of type. A right type choice can be eyecatching and delivers a message with just a glance.
The trendy look
The term "trendy" means getting down to the 
